We developed a novel rapid mobile robot with zero-moment point (ZMP) stabilization. Most mobile robots cannot move quickly due to their high center of mass and narrow ground contact area. The higher center of mass makes it easier for the mobile robot to tip over. To stabilize mobile robots, we designed a multi-degreeof-freedom inverted pendulum to control the ZMP of mobile robots. Using a feed-forward ZMP stabilization method, we achieved zero change of the ZMP at any input velocity. We proved through experiments that it is possible to move stably at a maximum acceleration of 0.61 g and a maximum velocity of 12.35 km/h using the proposed method.
Introduction
Currently, many mobile robots use a four-wheel driving system that is statically stable. These types of mobile robots, typically used in interactions with humans, have a high center of mass. The necessary condition of static balancing of a fourwheel mobile robots is shown in Fig. 1 . If the distance from the front wheel to the rear wheel is L and the height of the center of mass is h, then the possible acceleration is defined as follows: If the acceleration a is larger than gL/2h, the mobile robot becomes unstable, causing the system to tip over. To prevent this, mobile robots are typically designed with a lower center of mass and a larger ground contact area. This gives the mobile robot a pyramid shape. We can easily find this type of robot design in an investigation of service robots. Despite these design efforts, the result is quite a low level of performance regarding the speed and acceleration capabilities of these robots.
In the case of a four-wheel mobile robot, it cannot move quickly even when its four wheels are on a flat surface. For stable and quick movement, it is necessary to develop a dynamic stabilization algorithm. One example of dynamic stabilization is the EMIEW series developed by Hitachi [1] . EMIEW uses a two-wheel self-balance driving system rather than a four-wheel driving system. With this type of balancing algorithm, it is possible to maintain a stable posture with robust disturbance rejection. The maximum speed of EMIEW is 6 km/h and its maximum acceleration is 0.4 g. For a two-wheel self-balancing mobile robot, however, the inclination of the system is proportional to the amount of acceleration. We cannot expect rapid acceleration owing to the limitation of the inclination angle of the system. Moreover, if the robot slips on the ground, it cannot maintain a stable posture. Also, constant control is necessary for balancing, even in a stationary condition.
Although a four-wheel mobile robot has an excellent driving system at low speed because it is basically stable on flat ground, it becomes unstable at high acceleration. For high acceleration, extra stabilization algorithms are required. The four-wheel mobile robot has a ground contact area made by four wheels. If we control the zero-moment point (ZMP) so that it is located inside the ground contact area, we can ensure a stable posture for a four-wheel mobile robot.
In this paper, we used two active wheels and two caster wheels. This ensures a statically stable posture that does not require constant control in a stationary condition. We used a multi-degree-of-freedom (multi-d.o.f.) inverted pendulum to control the location of the ZMP. Using the multi-d.o.f. inverted pendulum allows control of the ZMP of the system dynamically in real-time. For high acceleration, we propose ZMP stabilization methods to control the ZMP. By defining the ZMP constraints, we eliminated changes in the ZMP in a model. We used a feed-forward control method for ZMP stabilization of an actual mobile robot.
Most research on the subject of mobile robot stabilization is focused on preventing the robot from tipping over. In a mobile manipulation system, it is very important to keep the system stable when the manipulator is performing a task such as grasping an object or moving an object. Dubowsky and Vance [2] and Fukuda et al. [3] considered stabilization methods for a stationary vehicle using the conventional optimal time trajectory planning of a manipulator. Sugano et al. [4] [5] [6] [7] used the ZMP as a stability measurement for planning the trajectory of a redundant manipulator. Papadopoulos and Rey [8, 9] used the force-angle (FA) stability measure, which gives a simple geometric interpretation that predicts whether a robot will tip over. Kim et al. [10] proposed a real-time ZMP compensation method which is robust against disturbances. Alipour et al. [11] [12] [13] [14] used the moment-height stability (MHS) measure to detect overturning and to maintain stability. Roan et al. [15] presented the best means of preventing tip-over among the three stability measures -ZMP, FA and MHS. In their experimental results, it was shown that FA and MHS have better performance than ZMP. In many other studies, they investigated tipover prevention. However, there is no research specifically on the subject of the stabilization of a rapid mobile robot.
In this research, we explored a rapid mobile robot that moves stably and quickly at a high speed and under rapid acceleration. Experiments were conducted to prove the maximum speed of 12.35 km/h and a maximum acceleration 0.61 g while maintaining a stable posture using the ZMP stabilization method.
Overview of the Rapid Mobile Robot System

Hardware Design
The hardware configuration of the rapid mobile robot system is shown in Fig. 2 . The lower part -the mobile platform -consists of two active rear wheels and two caster front wheels. A 6-kg weight is positioned on the upper part. The space between the mobile platform and the weight is composed of a 5-d.o.f. inverted pendulum that moves the weight on the upper part.
The Huboway platform, as developed by Choi and Oh [16] , was tuned for a rapid mobile robot. The original Huboway platform was developed as a human transporter that balances itself on two wheels using an inertia measurement unit (IMU) sensor and a balancing algorithm. Through continuing research, we showed that the humanoid robot HUBO could operate on the Huboway platform. In addition, by designing a disturbance observer, we developed a human-friendly motion control algorithm [17] . In this research, we attached two caster wheels onto the Huboway platform. The tuned mobile platform is capable of 12 km/h -the maximum safe speed at which it can operate. maximum torque to move the 5-d.o.f. inverted pendulum is used on the lowest joint. We used the RE40, 24-V motor from MAXON on this joint. The maximum continuous torque of this motor is 170 mNm. We assembled this motor to a 160:1 gear ratio harmonic drive of SAMICK HDS. The output torque of this joint is multiplied by the gear ratio. Therefore, the maximum continuous torque on the output joint is 27.2 Nm. If we accelerate this joint at 180°/s for 0.5 s, we can simply calculate that the required torque on the output joint using the parameters given in the next section is about 24.5 Nm. From this result, we can conclude that ZMP control is possible using the 5-d.o.f. inverted pendulum.
Modeling
Equations of Motion
The 5-d.o.f. inverted pendulum is simplified as a single inverted pendulum, m p , as shown in Fig. 3 . The mobile platform with two caster wheels is simplified as m c . The mobile platform moves on the X-axis and rotates on the Z-axis. The inverted pendulum can rotate on the X-axis (roll direction) and the Y -axis (pitch direction). The rotation angle in the pitch direction is defined as θ and the rotation angle in the roll direction is defined as η. The torque input in the pitch direction is τ θ and the torque input in the roll direction is τ η . The force input for the left wheel is u L and the force input for the right wheel is u R . The control inputs on both wheels are produced by motors inside the mobile platform. The rotation of the mobile platform on the Z-axis (yaw direction) is defined as δ. The rotational torque of the mobile platform is produced by differentiating the control inputs on both wheels. The linearized equation of motion of the rapid mobile robot is derived as follows:
We used the Newtonian method to obtain the equation of motion while referring to Kim et al. [18] . We assumed that the rotation angle of the pitch and roll direction is small, such as θ 0, η 0 for the linearization process. The dynamics of the motor force inputs, u L , u R , are presented as:
For direct control of motor pulse width modulation (PWM), the motor force inputs are substituted by motor voltage inputs, V x , V δ using motor dynamics in (3) . V x is the motor voltage input for forward movement and V δ is the motor voltage input for rotational movement. V x is applied as the same value on both wheels for forward movement, and V δ is applied as a plus value on the right wheel and a minus value on the left wheel for rotation. Table 1 summarizes the system parameters. The mass and length are measured, and the moment of inertia is calculated by three-dimensional CAD tools. We refer to the specifications of the motor for the motor parameters.
By substituting (2) and (3) with the system parameters shown in Table 1 , the state-space equation is obtained as:
.
Equation (4) is the state-space equation for the pitch direction of the inverted pendulum and the movement of the mobile platform in the X-axis. Equation (5) is the state-space equation for the roll direction of the inverted pendulum. Equation (6) is the state-space equation for the yaw direction of the mobile platform. We define (4) as the equation of the pitch system, (5) as the equation of the roll system and (6) as the equation of the yaw system. Through a linearized equation of motion, we can design individual control algorithms for each system. In the case of the pitch and roll system, it is an unstable system having an unstable pole. The yaw system is a neutrally stable system having a pole on the zero point. The constants, Z1, . . . , Z12 are system variables as defined by system parameters.
ZMP Equation
The ZMP was proposed by Vukobratovic et al. [19] . The ZMP is a crossing point on the ground due to the resultant force vector of gravitational force and inertial force. We can measure the ZMP using a force-torque sensor. In this research, however, we calculated the ZMP using the ZMP equation suggested by Sugano et al. [5] . The ZMP equation of the pitch system shown in Fig. 4 is derived by (7) . We define the ZMP for the pitch system as X ZMP :
We can obtain the parameters of (7) by referring to Fig. 4 as:
From (7) and (8), the resultant ZMP equation, X ZMP , is shown as (9) . We define the change of ZMP, X d ZMP , using the original ZMP, X ZMP0 , and the actual ZMP, X ZMP . In the case of the original ZMP, the value does not vary because it is determined by the distribution of the masses. To apply the ZMP stabilization method, we need to present the ZMP equation as containing state variables:
By substituting the change of the ZMP with the state-space equation of the pitch system, the modified ZMP equation is shown as:
The change of the ZMP, X d ZMP , is constructed by the state vector, X P , and the input vector, u P . The output of the pitch system is defined as:
The ZMP equation of the roll system shown in Fig. 5 can be derived in a similar approach.
We can obtain the change of the ZMP for the roll system (13) using the ZMP equation (12): 
For the ZMP equation of the roll system, we also defined the change of the ZMP using the original ZMP, Y ZMP0 , and the actual ZMP, Y ZMP . The resulting ZMP equation of the roll system is constructed using the state variable, η, and the centrifugal acceleration value, a L , acting on the center of mass of the inverted pendulum. The ZMP stabilization method for the pitch and roll system is explored in the next section.
ZMP Stabilization and Control
ZMP Stabilization of Pitch System
The target system researched in this paper has a four-wheel driving system. It has a ground contact area on a two-dimensional space through connections of four points on the ground. The ZMP is determined by X ZMP and Y ZMP on the ground. If the ZMP is located inside of the ground contact area, the system is secure in terms of its stability [4] ; otherwise, the system becomes unstable. We reconstitute the equation of motion (4) with the ZMP of the pitch system (9) as:
The pitch system is a multi-input multi-output (MIMO) system with two inputs and two outputs. A block diagram of the pitch system is shown in Fig. 6 .
Here, we define the ZMP constraint to control the ZMP of the pitch system as:
By substituting the ZMP equation of the output as a ZMP constraint, we can present the change of the ZMP as:
By recalculating (16), we can obtain the new relationship for the torque input of the pitch system as:
This is the torque input for the inverted pendulum that is used to maintain the change of the ZMP at zero at all times. We substitute the torque input of the output of the pitch system (14) with (17) as:
The new pitch system to regulate the change of ZMP by maintaining it at zero is defined by (19) by referring to (18) . This new pitch system is termed the ZMPstabilized pitch model, which regulates the change of ZMP to zero:
A block diagram of the ZMP-stabilized pitch model is shown in Fig. 7 . The input of the ZMP-stabilized pitch model is the velocity on the X-axis of the mobile platform,ẋ. The output is the voltage input for the forward and backward movement of the mobile platform, V x . The original MIMO pitch system is converted to a single-input single-output (SISO) system. The pole location of the above system is at [−6.87, −2.51, 3.88]. This shows that the system is unstable, having a right-half pole on the real axis. The zero location of the above system is at [3.485, −3.485]. It shows that this system is a non-minimum phase system having a right-half plane zero. Through full-state feedback with a reference input, we can stabilize this unstable system. The reference input is the velocity of the mobile platform,ẋ ref . We designed a controller with a reference input as: The state feedback gain, K P , is determined by the LQR method. We define the performance index, R as 1 and the state-cost matrix Q as a 3 × 3 identity matrix. The gain for the reference input,N P , is calculated by (21). The purpose of the gain for the reference input is to make the steady-state error zero on the feedback loop:
A block diagram of the overall state feedback loop with the reference input is shown in Fig. 8 . The change of the ZMP is always zero for any velocity input and the unstable pitch system is stabilized by full state feedback. The pole location of the stabilized system is [−10.31, −2.51 + 0.80i, −2.51 − 0.80i]. We can observe that the system is stabilized because all of the poles are located on the left-half plane. In Section 5 we perform experiments of the forward movement for testing ZMP stabilization of the pitch system.
ZMP Stabilization of the Roll System
The change of the ZMP of the roll system is calculated as:
The ZMP of roll system contains a non-state variable, a L . We cannot apply the same algorithm used in the pitch system. In the pitch system, we use the ZMP constraint to hold the change of the ZMP to zero. In the roll system, however, we define a new ZMP constraint as:
In the ZMP constraint of the roll system, the difference between the change of the ZMP and the effect of angular acceleration is held to zero. From this ZMP constraint, we can obtain following equation: The inclination angle of the inverted pendulum in the roll direction is defined by the centrifugal acceleration term. This implies that we control the inverted pendulum so that it is proportional to the amount of centrifugal acceleration. Through this ZMP constraint, the change of the ZMP of the roll system becomes the scalar multiplication of the angular acceleration of the inverted pendulum in the roll direction as:
This equation signifies if there is no excessive rotational motion about η, the change of the ZMP of the roll system then remains inside a stable region. The centrifugal acceleration, a L , can be derived by Fig. 9 .
If the radius of rotation of the center of the mobile platform is R and the span from the center of the mobile platform to each wheel is d, the relationship between the velocity of each wheel and the radius of rotation is:
From (26), the radius of rotation is defined by the velocity of the mobile platform on the X-axis and the rotational velocity on the Z-axis. We can determine the centrifugal acceleration of (27) using (26):
By substituting (24) with (27), the reference angle of the inverted pendulum in the roll direction can be derived by:
We can control the ZMP of the roll system using the resultant reference angle of the inverted pendulum, η ref . The ZMP of the roll system remains in the stable region if the angular acceleration of the inverted pendulum is moderate. This angular acceleration is determined by the reference angle determined in (28). This indicates that a smooth change of the reference angle guarantees a stable ZMP. We use a low-pass filter (cutoff frequency: 1 Hz), which together work to smooth the reference angle and prevent any excessive change of the ZMP. The ZMP-stabilized roll model is summarized as:
The pole location of the ZMP-stabilized roll model is [4.16, −4.16] . This represents an unstable right-half plane pole. We design the full-state feedback controller with the reference input to stabilize the unstable roll system:
The state feedback gain, K R , is determined by the LQR method. We define the performance index R as 1 and the state-cost matrix Q as a 2 × 2 identity matrix with weight factor 10. The gain for the reference input,N R , is calculated in the same way as (21). The closed-loop pole is located at [−3.79, −4.58]. The ZMP-stabilized roll model with full-state feedback is stable. The overall diagram is shown in Fig. 10 . In Section 5 we test the ZMP stabilization of the roll system by experiments of rotational movement.
Overall ZMP Stabilization Scheme
We used a model-based feed-forward method to control the actual mobile robot. The ZMP-stabilized pitch and roll models are computed by the DSP inside the rapid mobile robot. The output values of the model were applied to an actual mobile robot for ZMP control in real-time. More accurate model values led to better performance. In the ZMP-stabilized pitch model, the reference velocity of the mobile platform is given by the RF remote controller. The state variable, θ , created by the model was applied to a 5-d.o.f. inverted pendulum to offset the ZMP. The control input for mobile platform, V x , created by the model was applied to the motors in the actual mobile platform for forward and backward movement. The reference of the rotational angular velocity,δ ref , was given from the remote controller. We obtained the voltage input for the rotation of the mobile platform, V δ , by multiplying the proper gain as determined by experiments. The actual velocity,ẋ, and the actual rotational angular velocity,δ, can be found by encoders in the mobile platform. With these two variables, we simulated the ZMP-stabilized roll model. The output value,η, was applied to control the 5-d.o.f. inverted pendulum in the roll direction. The basic posture of the ZMP control is a bent shape to prevent a singularity. The initial height, L cg , of the inverted pendulum is 0.48 m. The angles,θ andη, were converted to the end-position of the 5-d.o.f. inverted pendulum in Cartesian coordinates using:
We used the inverse kinematic to follow the end-position of the 5-d.o.f. inverted pendulum, X pen and Y pen . The overall process of the model-based feed-forward control is shown in Fig. 11 .
Experiment
Forward Movement
We carried out experimental tests of the ZMP stabilization of the pitch system. A velocity graph of the mobile platform is shown in Fig. 12 . The velocity reference of the mobile platform for the forward direction is represented by the solid line. The velocity reference is given by a remote controller. The actual velocity of the mobile platform is represented by the dashed line. We applied a velocity reference as a step function at 1 s. We can observe backward movement of the mobile platform on the velocity graph at 1.5 and 9 s. This is a non-minimum phase characteristic due to a right-half plane zero. This backward movement is referred to here as 'reverse action'. The effect of reverse action is to push the inverted pendulum to the target direction more quickly by moving the mobile platform backward. The mobile platform accelerated for 4 s with this reverse action. At 8.7 s, the mobile platform started to stop with another reverse action. We noted reverse action at the starting and stopping moments owing to the original characteristics of the non-minimum phase system.
There are vibrations on the constant velocity period from 5 to 9 s in Fig. 12 . The ground condition of this experiment is not completely flat. There are inclinations of about ±2°here and there. We used a high-gain PD servo to control the 5-d.o.f. inverted pendulum. This uneven ground condition produces the structural vibration of the 5-d.o.f. inverted pendulum. This vibration affects the oscillatory response of the mobile platform. However, this oscillation is not critical for stability because the oscillation amplitude is quite small at about 0.72 km/h (0.2 m/s). The maximum speed of the actual mobile platform is 12.35 km/h (3.431 m/s). The acceleration graph resulting from this experiment is shown in Fig. 13 .
There are two peaks at 1 and 9 s owing to the reverse action. The practical maximum acceleration for forward movement occurs after the reverse action. The maximum acceleration of the mobile platform is about 0.61 g. The actual behavior of the mobile robot in this experiment is shown in Fig. 14 . Initially, the 5-d.o.f. inverted pendulum has a bent posture. For acceleration, the inverted pendulum moves forward with the reverse action of the mobile platform. The inverted pendulum moves backward at the stopping moment and restores its bent posture.
The actual ZMP is shown in Fig. 15 . The ZMP is normalized from −1 to 1. Here, '0' indicates that the ZMP is located at the center of the system and '1' or '−1' signifies that the ZMP is located on the edge of the ground contact area. The absolute value of ZMP is shown in the upper part of Fig. 15 and the normalized value of ZMP is shown in the lower part of Fig. 15 . There are some oscillations in the ZMP. The big oscillation during acceleration and deceleration at 1.5 and 9 s is due to modeling error. We simplified the 5-d.o.f. inverted pendulum as a single inverted pendulum. Our proposed ZMP stabilization method is a model-based feed-forward method. Therefore, the modeling error can be a huge factor in deciding the performance of our proposed method. However, the ZMP error in this period is allowable because the normalized ZMP is located inside the stable area. The small oscillation on constant speed period from 3 to 9 s is due to the vibration of the mobile platform.
The ground disturbance affects the vibration of the mobile platform. Therefore, the resultant actual ZMP has oscillatory responses. Even though there are some modeling errors and disturbances, the actual ZMP is located inside the stable ZMP area from −1 to 1 over the whole period. We can determine that the stability of the system is secured in terms of the ZMP in spite of modeling errors and disturbances. We verified in the experimental results that the maximum velocity is 12.35 km/h and the maximum acceleration is 0.61 g with stable ZMP control.
Rotational Movement
The ZMP stabilization of the roll system is tested by an experiment of rotational movement. We applied a rotational velocity reference,δ ref , with a forward velocity reference,ẋ ref . The forward velocity reference is applied at 1 for 6.5 s as shown in Fig. 16 and then the rotational velocity reference is applied at 2.5 for 5 s as shown in Fig. 17 . The resultant trace of the system makes a circular shape. The forward velocity,ẋ, tracks its desired value well. However, there are substantial noisy responses on the rotational velocity,δ. These noisy responses are due to the disturbance from the ground as well as forward movement. The vibration of the 5-d.o.f. inverted pendulum on the roll direction affects the oscillatory response of the rotational velocity of the mobile platform.
The actual ZMP of the roll system is shown in Fig. 18 . In the case of ZMP stabilization of the roll system, we allow the change of the ZMP within the stable area. Even though there are small oscillations in the actual ZMP due to ground disturbances, the normalized ZMP is located inside the stable region from −1 to 1 as shown in the lower part of Fig. 18 . In this experimental result, we can conclude that the stability of the system is secured in terms of the ZMP during the rotational movement. 
Conclusions
This study introduces a novel model-based ZMP stabilization method. We developed a rapid mobile robot with a 5-d.o.f. inverted pendulum. ZMP equations were derived and ZMP constraints were defined. The ZMP values of the pitch and roll system were stabilized by a model-based ZMP stabilization method. The output variables from the ZMP-stabilized pitch and roll model were applied to an actual mobile robot using a feed-forward control method. We accomplished a maximum speed of 12.35 km/h and maximum acceleration of 0.61 g during dynamic maneuvering. Experiments were conducted to prove the performance of the rapid mobile robot.
Thus far, most studies of the stabilization of a mobile robot have focused on tip-over prevention. A mobile robot cannot move at a high acceleration in spite of the benefits of wheels owing to its high center of mass. The design concepts of mobile robots have been restricted to a pyramid shape. Though this research, we break through the common perception about a slow mobile robot. New and diverse designs of mobile robots will be possible. We hope that research on the topic of the navigation and localization of rapid mobile robots will continue. We expect that the maneuverability of a rapid mobile robot will be suitable as a delivery service in such places as a shopping mall, hospital or convention center. This can be the most suitable mobile robot for moving a simple object from point 'A' point to 'B' point in a short time.
